ENGINEERED RESIN SOLUTIONS AND
WILLIAM A. SCHMIDT ANNOUNCES
STRATEGIC EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH
CONSOLIDATED PIPE & SUPPLY
Chester, Pennsylvania, September 20, 2013 – ERS/Schmidt has announced a strategic,
exclusive partnership with Consolidated Pipe & Supply (CPS), Birmingham Alabama for
ERS/Schmidt to represent its extensive product line in the North Eastern United States.
In our continued effort to better serve our customer base, ERS and Schmidt realize the
value of our "one stop shop" philosophy as it pertains to heat exchanger fabrications,
repairs and controlled coating applications. ERS, in partnership with its coating
manufacturer, ErgonArmor (www.ergonarmor.com) have developed ERS- 3302 Novolac
pipe and tank coating. This cutting edge pipe lining system is by far the most advanced
epoxy lining available when it comes to the protection of pipe line internals and the
adhesion characteristics are exceptional. The ERS-3302 is flexible enough to handle pipe
line installation mechanical stress yet strong enough to handle a wide range of
temperature variations as well as eliminating corrosion from salt water and
Hydrocarbons.
As with our exchanger program, ERS and Schmidt have combined the ERS-3302 pipe and
tank coating with a world class Pipe fabrication and Coating applications facility,
Consolidated Pipe & Supply. Under the direction of ERS inspectors, all hydro-

testing, X-ray testing, surface preparation, weld preparation, etc., are strictly
monitored to ensure a first class job is achieved.

About Engineered Resin Solutions/William A. Schmidt
Engineered Resin Solutions is the #1 marketer and provider of specialty coating solutions in the
Northeastern US, specializing in the refinery, chemical and power generation markets
www.resinteam.com
William A. Schmidt and Sons is 60+ year old fabrication/machine shop that specializes in the
power generation, refinery, chemical and chocolate markets in the Northeastern US.
www.wasinc.com
About Consolidated Pipe and Supply (CPS)
Consolidated Pipe & Supply is 50+ year old company that has multiple North American
fabrication shops and is currently opening a newly constructed 175,000 square foot “State of
the Art” coating facility on 31 acres in Bessemer Alabama.
www.consolidatedpipe.com

Byrne Chiarlone Limited Partnership purchased William A. Schmidt and Sons in 2008 and
Engineered Resin Solutions in 2010 and has combined the two companies to become the
market leader in the Northeastern USA refinery market in specialty heat exchanger
fabrication/coating solutions.
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